
My Villainous Wife
Chapter 35 - The Twins

"I don't know. You ask her, Kenzo." Ken gave his brother a cold glance. He put his
hands in his pockets and sat on the couch.

"Tsk! Trying to act cool again." Kenzo pouted at stuck his tongue out towards his
brother.  

Walking towards Yan Xiaoran, Kenzo put a smile on his face and asked, "So, who are
you? Are you my father's mistress?"

Yan Xiaoran didn't answer as she was too shocked at the twins who suddenly barged
in her father's office and even claimed to be his sons.

Seeing that she wasn't reacting or answering, Kenzo frowned and looked towards his
twin brother, "Hey! Do you think I broke her? Does she need maintenance? She seems
to be not working at all."

"She probably thinks your breath smells dirty and fainted on the spot." Ken teased his
brother, gaining Kenzo's glare.

"What did you say?!! I don't have bad breath!" Kenzo stomped his foot and angrily
strode toward Ken, "You must have said something to her when you entered the
office!"

"Who would die after saying a word to her?!" Ken glared at his brother and stood up,
"Anyway, she's someone suspicious. I think we need to call father or secretary Gao."

"Why not report her to the security?"

"Are you stupid?! What will happen if other people found out that an outsider got
inside father's office? People will say that father is an easy opponent and will try to use
him!" Ken said as he took a look at Yan Xiaoran.

"And you! How did you get in? Who let you in?" He added on as he narrowed his eyes
at her.
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No matter how she sees it, she was the one who should be asking them who they were
and why do they keep calling her father their father? Did Manager Liu perhaps lead
her to the wrong office?

But the nameplate on the desk has her father's name with his position written on it so
there's no way that she was led to the wrong office.

However, these boys didn't look like they made a mistake since the way they entered
the office was like when one would enter their own rooms. They completely made
themselves feel at home.

Ken and Kenzo waited for her answer.

Under those probing eyes, Yan Xiaoran felt awkward and wanted to speak but she saw
their mouths twitching, and soon, the twin's laughter became the only sounds she heard
inside the office.

They continued to laugh out loud when they saw the confusion on her face.

They pointed their finger at her and held their stomach as they couldn't hold back the
waves of laughter from escaping from their mouths.

"Did you see her face?!! That was the most hilarious face I've seen this month! It's
more hilarious than Anne's face when we put a frog in her burger!" Kenzo smacked the
wooden desk with his palms a few times as he laughed.

"Yeah! I should have brought my GoPro and record it." Ken chimed in the fun.

Startled at their sudden outburst, Yan Xiaoran was even more confused and asked
them, "What is happening?"

Stopping for a second to respond to her question, Ken explained, "You must be
curious why we're laughing. Don't worry sister, we're just messing with you. It was
Kenzo's idea to pretend we didn't know you."

"What do you mean? You know who I am?" Yan Xiaoran never met these boys so,
why would they know of her?

After laughing at his heart's content, Kenzo shook his head and replied, "We don't
know you personally, but we do know what you are to father. Elder sister Xiaoran."

Ken and Kenzo already knew who Yan Xiaoran was after seeing her pictures in the
picture frame beside their father's bed and with Yan Wu Jing's loose mouth, they got to



know a few or more things about her even though they hadn't met.

6 years ago, Ken and Kenzo were adopted by Yan Wu Jing from an orphanage in
Japan, and from then, they treated Yan Wu Jing as their only family and their father.

And because of that, even before they met Yan Xiaoran, both Ken and Kenzo already
accepted Yan Xiaoran as their sister who was the beloved daughter of Yan Wu Jing.

However, because of their childish and mischievous nature. Ken and Kenzo couldn't
hold themselves from teasing their elder sister who finally appeared before them.

Thus, they pretended like they didn't know her and planned to make her nervous. But
they didn't expect that her reaction was too amusing and funny that they doubled over
and didn't stop laughing for two minutes.

Elder sister?

Looking at the door, she badly thought that she needed Manager Liu to explain to her
what was happening.

Unfortunately, Manager Liu was preoccupied with getting her an expensive drink and
snacks as refreshments.

Suddenly, Yan Xiaoran felt that she was having a Deja Vu and she experienced being
ȧssumed to be someone else's relative or more specifically, someone's
granddaughter-in-law.

Walking around the desk, Yan Xiaoran went closer to the twins who were now sitting
on the couch, relaxed.

"You're father… Is it Yan Wu Jing?" Yan Xiaoran asked rather stiffly. She wanted
them to say the words that would answer all her questions.

"Hm!" The twin answered simultaneously.

Feeling dizzy, Yan Xiaoran massaged her forehead.

She expected their answer but it was still a shock to her. Yan Xiaoran had just
recovered from the fact that her father was the president of the CE group and from
their first meeting in years.

And yet, her father was not contented with just one or two surprises, he actually
wanted to kill her by dropping a meteor right in front of her while he left and run away!



Father or not, she couldn't accept that her father didn't even let her absorb the
information one at a time, but he intended to shoot all his bullets on her way today.

"Elder sister, are you having a malfunction now?" Kenzo said with a laugh.
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